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.ADOPTION OF A.i[A ORi OFBUs.sS(10. .3

Denmark was co-opted as a full member of the Intersessional Committee, at
the reuest of its "presentative' because of the Interest of ths Danishgovern
ment In the requests by Belgium and Luxmiburg for waivers from ArticleXI

The agenda Item concerning the application;to Belgium Ant for
waivers ontheaivers onl the maintenance of quntitative restrictionsapprovedsubject

to the reservation of the United Kingdom resentativ that i the belgian
request were for a'waver under Article lZ; rather than under the Decision of
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5 March 1955, his Government might not be prepared to have it examined by the

The agenda was a and an order of business decided upon.

2.SCHEDULING OF OL ?1SI (IC/W/31)(a) Workingparagraph
Mr. COM (United States) explained the reasons for the suggestion of

his Govemmont that the Working Party which bad been appointed at the
Ninth Session should be convened before 1 July. The Trade agreements Extension
Act, signed by the President on 21 JXe, eitended.the authority of-theExecutive
to enter Into and give effect to tariff negotiations without Congressional
approval for a period of three years. The type of authority differed from
that under previous Ants In two ways . Firstly, rates higher than 50 per cent
ad valoam (or the equivalent n speif dties) might be reduced to 50 per cent,
but gradually and not by more than one-third of the reduction in any one year,
Secondly, the. President was authorized over the next three years to reduce
duties by 15 per cent from the rates In. force on 1 January 1955, but not by
more than 5 per cent in any one year. Those reductions could not be made
effective after,1 July 1958 and if ful use was to be made of the authority
the first 5 per cent reduction must be made effective before 1 July 1956.

The United States Go t envisaged making use of these facilities
through a single multilateral tariff confernce during the first half of 1956
th'.- results of iah., in so far as the United States was concerned, would
be set out in tho form of a schedule of reductions to be put into offoct over
the three year period. Intermal formalities within the United States required
the timing of the vrious steps to bo as follows: in order to give tho thirty
days notice of tho chance otf rates resulting from the negotiations before thoy
were made effsective on July 1956, the negotiations should be scheduled to
finish around 1 My; as for the preliminary procedures, in particular the
120 days required by the Tariff Commission, to male peril point determinations,
those could be not if public notice of to intention to negotiate,: including
a list of products, were issued on 1 September and if the negotiations were
began early In January 1956. In order to bo able to issue the public notice
as 1 September, it was essentia-to know as soon as possible which countries would
wish to negotiate with thb United StatesJ and he hoped that that Information
would be forthcoming by 15 July ox, at the latest by 1 August. The short tim
thtwrremined If this tim tablo we'e agreed to, made It. unlikely that there
could be any extensive discussionofnew negotiating rules, and his Government
assumeed that the negotiatios Wt place under the'old procedures. He
hoped that thb WorkingParty would meet before 1 :uly, and that observers from
other contracting parties would be Invited to attend,

In reply to a question by the French representatives, Mr. Corse stated
that in requesting the new authority from Congress,, the Presidnt had indicated
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that it would be used on a solective basis. It was difficult to see how the
1953 French plan for tho reduction of tariff levels could be revised to fit
the powers of the Executive. There was also for the United States the Volerm
of ceiling rates,; they could not agree to any ceilings lower than 50 per oant
ad valorem, end even then some right of selection must be loft to the negotiators.
Has government had been unable to think of any satisfactory way of fitting the
opposed negotiations into the Frmah plan and had therefore suggested that the
old negotiating rules of reciprocity be continued.

In reply to the Swedish representative , Mr. Corse said that his Government
would require earlydecision on tho negotiating ruless so that they could
decide upon the list of products to be announced publicly

The O I having considered' the desirability partioularly in the
light of the now authority of the United States Gonvernment to enter into
negotiatios for the reduction of tariffs, of giving early consideration to
plans for tariff reduction, agreed it was desire that tho Working Party
should -met on 29 June.

(b) WorkingPartieson commodityProbable

The COMMITTMENT considered -the problems the selection of a date
for convening the Working Party on Qomodity Problae. After consideration of
the practilca diffioulties of arranging for a meeting in Geneva In July or.
August, the difficulties created for governments by a meeting elsewhere then In
Geaeva and the importance of concluding the Working Party's report in time for
consideration before the Tenth Session, the- Committee agreed that it would be
desirable for the Working Party to be convened In Geneva on 1 September.3,REQUESTBYAYSTRIA REGARDINGTHE

AND -ADJUSTMETABLESPECIFIC DUTIES (1/353)

Mr. GONR (ustria) introduoed the A;ustrian request relating to item not
being renegotiated under Artiole XIIT.; With regard to the transpouition Into
the Brussols nomenclature he enquirod whether the transapostion could be made
effective through the rectification procedures The Astrian Government would
submit details of the transposition as soon as p ibsihlt T ee>Xt i, by
contractingparties

With regard to the;ad ustmat of tho specific duties in the Austrian
Schedule,Mr. Goerts recalled. the discussion at the Ninth Session where his
delegation ha$ indicated its intention to convert the specific rates to
ad valorem rates. and had hoped that a general system could be found for such
conversion. The CONTRACTINGPARTIES bad,.however concluded that each such
o we at be treated! as a, modification ed vt be effected by the proper

prlcdurwos. The Austrian Om xawt had, therefore, decided to retain the
specific rates. in Ithe Scheduele.Theyintended,howto express those rates
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2A Austraian currency In place of gold crowns as at present. The Note to the
Schedule provided a ratio of 6.96 schillings to the gold crow; after the
onversuon had been effected this note could be deleted. For reason of on-
venlence, however, his Government proposed that the oonvrIsion should take
place at the rate of 7. this seized to them no more than a minor modification
and he referred in this connexion to the devaluation of the Austrian schilling
as a result.of which the incidence of the specific rates had been lowered, a fact
which the Austrian Government expected to be taken into' account -in the bilateral
negotiations under Article XXVIII.

The COMMITTEEIrVT K3 noted that the Aiustrian Governmont bad initiated negotiations
under Article XCVIII for the modification of many of the items In its Schedule
and that the modifications now proposed were not intended to affect the
protective incidence of the concessions, With regard to the Brussels' nomnaolature,
the Comittee noted that the C0 WRCTIM P.dRTIES had decided at their Fifth
Session that changes of nomenclature in schedules could be made by the
rectification procedure. accordingly, it was agreed tht the Austria Government
should submit the details of the proposed changes for examination by contracting
parties and should consult with.anygovernint whick requested clarification.
With regard to tho adjustment of spec ific duties, the Committee aeed that,
as the. iatention to multiply the rates by 7 did not app to be a: change which
would impair the value of the concessions, it would be appropriate to deal'
with the matter by a procedure analogous to the procedures for the rectification
of -schedules. Accordingly, the Comittee instructed the Rx9cutiVe Secretary
to Inform the contracting p ies of the Amtrian Government'd Intention and to
advise that If no objection were lodged within a period of sixty days the
Austritm Government would be free to change the specific rates In the mwner
proposed~4.REQUESTSBY BY BELEGIUMAND LUXEMBURG FOR WAIVERSFOR THEMAINTAINET

(a) Request by Belgium (L/357 and Addenda)

Mr. S SMW; (Belgium) introducing his Government' request made a
statement that is reproduced in IC/W/34. He explained that the request
concerned only agricultural products and, in principle, only those included in
the agricultural protocols negotiated by the partners in the Bonelux Custom
Unlon. In consideration of teb particular position of Belgium andidIemburgo the
Netherlands had agreed to control and restridtion in the trade of a certain
number of agroultuzal 'products, as .a deviation from-oe of tho basl ,rilacepleo
of the custom union. 0Coresponding measures of exception had, of oouwse, 'to bo
applied at the oxtenal frontiers. 3 May 1955, an Agreemnt had been concluded
betwea The Netherlands end Belgium providing.for the harmnization of the
agricultural policies of the two countries within a period of seven years and
the removal of tho Bolglan restrictions within that trne* That agroament would
assiet Belgium to meet eventually the requirements of Artll*,XI of the Agree"
at,
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The Belgian request was not based on tho so called "hard core" Decision
of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES of 5 March 1955 sine Belgiumts case differed from
that of tbe countries for which the Deaision was drafted and because the
agrent- with 'Theo Netherlands created a special. situation. His Government

had therefore felt it necessary to resort to ArticleI IV. However, it W:
prepared to aocept practically ali of the terms- of the Decision, with tho
exception of the time-limit. The process of liberalization might not develop
along the lines of the Decision and his Govornmant wished to have freedom to
carry out the harmonization of its agricultural policy with that of The
Netherlands. The schedule of restrictions submitted to the Committee was not
as wide as the. combined schedule for the three Benelux countries which was being
drawn up and in connexion with which a request for a waiver would eventually
be made. -'Beoause of the special character of the import control regime' however
and-;because it would be difficult for Belgium to accept the protocols of.
suast to the Gmeral Agreement without a waiver, his Governut wished to
"quet- xracial waiver forthwith.

Mr. SAUNDERS (United Kingdom) said that the Belgian Government was
requesting latitude beyond that provided for in the Decesion of 5 March 1955.
His delegation ion had reluctantly accepted at the last session sow limited
and: temporary qualification of Article XIUt!oug. waivers of general application
but with well-defined terms. That Decision had been an essential part of the
Review settlement s Although the Belgian representative had raised during the
Review session the question of the applicability of the Decision to his country's
particular problem, the United Kingdom Government had expeated- as a result of
the- discussions and of the assurances that bad been given, that the Belgian
Government would submit its application for concurrence under the Decision,
Anything that went beyond that raised major issues of policy that he would
wish discussed by the CONTRACTING PARTIES In full session after suitable time
had been given for the various governments to consider the matter, His
Government would wish, among other things, to enquire Into the circustances
that had made it necessary for Belgium and Its partners to think in term of
seven years in -an agreement reached so soon after the Review session, when fire
years had been decided upon as the maximum, The United Kingdom had hoped.that
the GenerallAgreemeat could look forward to a period of consolidation and would
regret having to raise so soon again the major issues of the Review.

Mr. HAM!~3IL (Australia) said that Australia also viewed with concern
an approach by a" contracting :prty which suggested a departure from the settlement
reached In the Review, The "hard core" Docisio.was "an integl part of the
balance achleved l the Review and had been accepted bybhis Goverimt with

somehesitationAmong the vitalconductionvital conditionslaid down in the Decision, the
five-year maximum Period -asnottheleasition of the BelgiumGovernment
wished to apply under ArticleXXV ratherthanundertheDecision the Decision agreed with the
Unifteai gd represeatative- that this raised'issueo of such Importence that,
they aould only be considered by thS.C(NTRaiO PBin plnary isOsio-.:
He wished to assure the Belgan reiweontatie that his delaiation was ready
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to support and examine immediately an application under the DDeoision.'l en
then, a working party must carefully examine a number of issues, suoh as the
arrangements of the Benelux countries affecting the application. of their
import restrictions., It would not be proper, however, for a working party
established by the Committoo to examine anything beyond an application under-
the Decision.

Mr. KAT} T (Dennaik) said that the Belgian Government was to be
comended for its desire to regularize its quantitative restrictions in the
agricultural field in relation to the General Agreement. -His Government had
accePted the "hard corell Decision reluctantly and only because it understood
t-bat it.would provide a limitation on the application of such import restriction.
It opposed any request beyond concurrence under that Docision andi thought
that a dangerous precedent would be established if the Belgian case weroe.
considered as though the Decision did not exist,, The Danish"Gove t would
not oppose the request if it were made under the Decision.

Dr# KUD (South Africa) said that, although his Government had not been
satisfied with -the "hard core" Decision, it would be willing to consider the:
Belgian application within its terms since it bad bean drasn up to meet precisely
the type of case presently before the Committeeo They would insist that the
counodities be strictly limited that any import restrictions permitted to be's
maintained should -be applied in a nondiscriminatory mannr, and that the duration
should not exceed the maxinnm period envisaged in the Decision. He aWreed that
the.Committee should consider the application provided it was brought ford
under the terms of the Decision.

Mr. DE ST. LIE (France) said that his delegation supported thejBelgian
request. The waiver was necessary and could be granted without damaging the
AgreemnGt. The documents submitted.by the Belgian Government-showed that the
request was justified. There was.no protectionist aVpect to the waiver which
was required In order to assure full omploymont and, maintain; the standard of
living. Those reasons were similar to those that had been invoked in the
exaination of the waiver, granted to the, United States. Moreover, the request
was not to institute new measures but only to maintain the restrictions which
had been in forco for a long time The Bolgian request indioaOed tbat
the quantitative restrictions did not limit consumption but only prevented
prices from felling drastically. Countries which exported to Belgium had, in
fact, an interest in restrictions that maintained the prices of their products
as well as of the domestic product. Ho said the Belgian request was based on
Article XXV rather on tbe Decision, but it. was specifically provided: In the
report of the Review Workling Party (BasicInstr ts azdd Selected, Documetsi
Third Supplemnt p 192) that adoption of .the DecsI on. would not preclude
any. contracting party, from availing itself of the provisins of -rt¢ce UV:5(a).
Tbe Belgian ease clearly presented speolal features that.the' Decilo wasot
designed to cover. His delegation therefore supported e nation 'of the
request under Article XXV9
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Mr.SWAMINATHAN(India) saidthat Governments was convinced that the
application was within the scope bf the "hard core" Decision and had been
instructed to deal with it in that light. He agreed with other delegates
in requestizg that the application be formulated within its terms.

Mr. NOTARANGLI (Italy, Mr. LXMIN (Germany) and Mr. CORSSE (United States)
expressed their sympathy with the Belgian agricultural problem but Indicated
that they-would prefer the discussion to take place within the frame of the
Decisionof 5 March 1955.

Mr. GOSM (Austria) thought that the fact that the Belgian application
did not fall precisely within the terms of the Decision should not exclude
consideration of it, and that the possibility referred to $n the Review Report
for Stbt to use Article o could clearly not be considered as exolueively
_r~4fM t that eountzry. He wondered, however, whether i at te ws

hot ses way 6t Wbingig the Belgian request under the tam ot the Decision.
The main difficulty appeared to be the question of five yearsor seven. The
last date by which an application could be made under the Decision was 1957;
this brought the five-year period to 1962 which was the termimtion date
proposed In Belgium's; application. Paragraph 2(a) of the Decision oeeed
to imply a certain latitude and the notes contained in the report foramw DOMS
flexibility in its conditions. If the Belgian restrictions were being
eliminated over the course of the period requested, it should be possible
to consider such action as within the spirit of the Decision. He hoped
therefore that a way would be found to deal with this request under the
Decision.

Mr. VALLADAD (Braoz6) said that the omly difficulty would seem to be the
date, anA he suggested that it might be studied separately from the question of
the guarantees to be given by Belgium. If the latter were in accord with the
Decision, It should be possible to roach agreement regarding the date.

Wr. GRI (Canada) said that the Belgian request raised serious Issues of
policy for Canada and that his Government was not unconcerned about the five
year time-limit. To grant a waiver outside the terms of the "hard core"' Decision
would encourage the opponents of GATT, and him Government would* strongly oppose
such a course It would be hapW,- on t4o othor hand, to give prompt consideration
to a request under the Decision and hoped that Belgium could adapt Its request
to make that possible.

Mr. SU im (Belgium) reiterated that his Government was not requesting
permission to impose new import restrictions but on that the existing ones
bi formalized within the GATT, and in so doing was demonstrating its intention
to abolish them gradually. T&hi did not. seem to endanger the Agreement. As to
submitting tho request under Article XXV,that Article was after all open to any
ontraot-ing party and the report on the. Decision apeifically mentioned its.

availability. He could not agree that the Committee was not compete to consider
the matter, particularly in view of the considerable efforts at the Ninth Session
to make the operation of the Agreement flexible and effective during tho whole
year, His delegation, however, was willing to try to rephrase its request In
ordertomake itacceptable to other contracting parties , He called attention
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to paragrph 80 of the report of the Review Working Party (BISD, Third
Supplement, page 192) in which recognition of tho Belgium's species case
was recorded. He would be glad to, have the Belgien case considered within.
the tems of the Decision, and to review with a working party the extent to
which his delegation could accommodate itself to the Docision.

The C fiJM5N concluded that there Wns a majority against considering. the
application under Article XV and in the light of the last Bolgian statement
he proposed that it be transmitted to a working party for consideration within
the terms of the Decision of 5 March 1955.

(b) Request by Luxemburg (L/358 and Adds. 1 and 2) ..

M.r DUHR (Luxemburg) made a stat aent which is reproduced -in;IC/W/39. The
economic structure of Ilmieburg was based on the iron, and steel Industr. and
on agriculture which employed respectively 64 per cent and 20 per cent of the
population. Agriculture, which was vital to the country, could, be called a
marginal agriculture and required protection by the government against
competition from abroad. The agricultural production- was sufficient. to meet
the internal market, and uncontrolled imports would only have most damaging
repercussions on prices. The special noods of the Luxemburg market had been
recognized by Belgium in the Economic Union and within Benelux. Under various
agreements with its partners, Luxemburg was permitted to tako autonomous measures
of protection. Mr. Dubr pointed out that the scope of his Governments's request
was strictly limited. The needs of the internal market were nearly all supplied
from Belgium and the Netherlands and those countries bad already,.under various
agreements recognized the Luxemburg situation, His Government was requesting
within thc GATT, the same régime as that "which existed in Benelux. -He assured
the-Committee that the maintenance of quantitative restrictions would not prevent
an active agricultural policy by his Government which would do all possible to
make- that branch of the economy of the country more competitive,

Mr. SUBE S (Belgium) said that Belgium was the country most interested in
the Luxemburg market and bad for a long period of time accepted the special
régime. He supported the Izreoburg request

Dr.JNUDE (Union of South Atrica) hoped that whatever restrictions were
maintained would be applied in a non-discriminatory nner,

Mr. LS0WT (Denmark) said that his Governmont considered that the same
conditions should prevail for Ixixeburg'as for Belgium, and opposed any waiver
which went beyond the terms of the Decision of 5 March 1955.

-Mr.-SWAMINATHAN (:India) sympathized with Luxemnburg's request and -oted that
its claims had been recognized at the Ninth Session. He,only hoped that whatever

waiver agreed upon for Luxemburg would contain some terms and limitations.
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Mr. CORSE (United States) and Mr. HARTNELL (Australia) hoped that it might
be possible for the Committee to find a way to meet the Luxemburg request within
the terms of the "bard core" waiver,.

The representatives of France, Brazil, Germany andthe United Kingdom agreed
that the specialcase of Luxemburgmight be met by a waiver under Articel XXV.

The COMMITTEEdecided to refer. the request of the Government of Luxemburg
to the same working party as would deal with the Belgian application If the
working party were able to reach a conclusion under paragraph 1(a) of its
terms of reference (below), its report would be made to a Special Session of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES;if not, it would report back to tho Committee.

A working party was appointed with the following membership and terms of
reference:

Chairman: Dr. H. de Besch (Sweden)
Membership:

Australia France Luxemburg
Belgium. Germany The Netherlands

Canada Greece United Kingdom
India United States
Italy

Terms of reference:
1. To consider, within the terms of the Decision of 5 March 1965, the

request. of the Governmentof Belgium for a waiver of obligations under
Article XI.

(a) If the Working, Party arrives-at re-commendations for
dealing with the request under the terms of that
Decision, ina mannerwhich would beacceptable to
the Belgian overnment, the Working Party should
submit a report to the CONTRACTINGPARTIES.

(b) If, on the other hand, the Working Party is unable
to Make a report under paragraph, (a) it should report
back to the Committee.

20 To consider the request of the Government of Luxemburg for a waiver of
obligation under Artilcle XI, and to submit a report thereon to the CONTRACTING

.LI..llq..I.NIC,2.I. o5. AUSTRALIAN INTENSIFICATION (L/350 and Add.1and
The CHAIRMANreferred to the Australian notification on 22 March of its

decision to intonsify import restrictions (L/350 and Add.1) and the decision
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of the CONTRACTING PARTIES by postal ballot, to waive the time limit for the
initiation of a consultation under Article XII:4(b) and that the Intersessional
Committee should consider the matter when next it net. In connexionwith this
consultation about to be conducted bythe IntersessionalCommitte, the
Chairman recalled that oriticismhad been voiced at the Ninth Session of the
way in which consultations on balance-of-payment Import restrictions had been
conducted in the past. Although it was recognized during the Review that new
procedures would have to be devised for giving effect to the amended provisions
of ArticleXlI, the CONTRACTING PARTIESdid not adopt any procedures for use
during the period until the amendments comeinto force. by delegations felt,
nevertheless, that the arrangements which had been made in the past were
Inadequate. There was, therefore, very reason why the Committee should try
to make the present consultation more meaningful than those which had been
carried out In the past and he had distributed a list of topics (see Annex on
p. 16) for discussion which might serve as a guide in the conduct of this and
other such consultations. Some of the topies were stipulated in the Agreement
as subject matters for a consultation of this kind, and others were cleary..
implicit if such a consultation were to be effective. Article XII:4 (a) referred
to the nature of the balance-of-payment difficulties; this called for a
discussion of the circumstances leading to the intensification. That paragraph
also required a consideration of the alternative measures which might have bean
available. For the Committee to have a common understanding of what the
consultation was about, the nature and extent of tho intensification should be
explained and analyzed. Article X:I:3(c) and 4(a) clearly contemplated that
contrasting parties would be concerned with the probable effects of restrictions
on their export trade. In accordance with Article XII:2 a consultation had been
initiated with the I:nternational Mbnetary Fund.

Mr. ODmLL (Australia) said that his delegation at the Ninth Session
had taken the view that the fault lay less in the machinery than in the use
that was made of it ad were quite willing to cooperate so that this consultation
might set a pattern for the future. No though that th ttemet of topics
circulated by the Chairmn should serve as a broad indication of the lines the
consultation might take. rather than as a rigid framewrk.

Nr. GARCIA OLDIl(Chilo) agreed that the proposed list of topics be used
simply as an experiment, He was, however, concerned at the toplo"Alternative
meMsures to restore equilibrium" which he thought difficult for any external
body to suggest and uhich, in any case, should not be considered until all the
other aspects of the matter bad beon gone into.

NriDSB8.RD (Internatlonal Monetar Fund), referred to the topiconcening
internal fiscal and monetay measures to rostore equilibrium and related Items
which covered matters on which t Committee wodd pswably wish;to.rely mot
heavily on the Fund. In consultationslike the present one, wish to rely most
before the Fund bad hold its owa Article XIW consultation with the country
concerned, the Fund might not be prepared to offer a statement concerning
alternative measures such as internal fiscaland monetary measuresot preserve
or restore equilibrium,
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6, FRENCH SPECIAL TEMPORARYCOMPENSATION TAX ON IMPORTS (L/366)

Mr. DONNE(France) recalled the statements by the French representative
at the NinthSession that the Imposition of the tax was not aimed at increasing
tariff protection but had been adopted in order to facilitate the suppression
of quantitative restrictions applied to products Imported from members of the
organization for European Economic Co-operation. The representative had also

indicated' that his Governmentconsidered itself authorized to act in that manner
on the basis of certain provisions of the General Agreement.The CONTRACTING
PARTIES, however,had decided that the result of the tax was to Increase duties
that were bound in the schedules and that contracting parties affected would
have the right to ask for authority to take retaliatory measures, Mr. Donne said
his Government had accepted the Decision of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES of
17 January 1955 and had undertaken to eliminate the tax as soon as possible,
which had in any case been its intention since 16 November 1954 when it had
decreased the taxes on some items from 15 to 11 per cent and from 10 to 7
per cent. Since the Decision of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES, the French Government
had continued its efforts towards the progressive elimination of the tax;
the latest measure of relaxation was contained in a Decree of 23 June 1955
(and would be reproduced in document L/366). He expressed regret. that his
Government's report on action taken had not been presented to the CONTRACTING
PARTIESby 1 April as required by the Decision; that was due to technical
difficulties and to the fact that his Government was anxious to report on these
latest measures,

The measures just taken were of two kinds. First of all, the tax had been
eliminated with respect to a list of products. covering a large volume of trade,
and secondly, the tax had been reduced for a number of other products. These
measures related to a volume of imports of some Frs. 17,000 million.' Mr. Donne
wished to emphasize that the existence of the tax had not resulted in a reduced
volume of Imports of the goods affected; in fact, a increase of imports by
some 40 per cant had been recorded. At the present time, new measures were
being studied in order further to decrease the effect of the tax, and he hoped
that these could be communicated to theCONTRACTING PARTIES by the opening of
the Tenth Session.

The representatives of Italy, Belgium, Sweden and Austria expressed their
satisfaction at tha French Government's efforts to eliminate the tax.

Mr. GREy (Canada) said that his country had a particular interest in the
paragraph of theDecison of 17 January recommendingthat steps be taken to
reduce the present degree of discrimination against the trade of contracting
parties whose exports were subject to the tax but to which the liberalization
measures taken by the French Government did not apply. Frncewasatpresent
in viclation of the Genera Agreement, and the CONTRACTINGPARTIES in their
Decision had concluded that the application of the tax introduced an increase
in chargesin excess of rates bound under Article II, and in preferences in
excess of the maximum margins permissible under Article I. HisGovernment
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would have wished a comprehensive report from the French Government to be
considered at the present meting and felt that without such a report no
useful discussion couldtake place.

Mr. CORSE (United states) thought the Decree Just issued was an
important step in complyingwith the Decision of the CONTRACTINGPARTIES
and he hoped that further measures would be taken to eliminate the tax on
more items. He asked the French representative for specific information on
the items affected by the reduction and on the itemsto which the tax still
applied. Statistical informationon the products concerned would be of
assistance in assessing claims of United States exporters that they had been
adversely affected by the tax Statistical information was needed also to
assess whether the. recent action by the French Government would have any effect
on the degee of discrimination involved In the tax. He hoped that such
information would be fortheoming before the Tenth Session in order that a
complete report could be prepared for that Session.

Mr.SAUNDERS(United Kingdom) agreed with the United States representative
that it was difficult to assess the full significance of the steps taken withouthaving more information regarding the items involved. It would also be necessary
to have a report on the oases in which the tax had boon raised, a matter which
had also been discussed at some length at the Ninth Session He hoped that a
full report would -be available before the Tenth Session.

Mr. DCONE (Franee) said that he could givo no precise information as to thedate by which the tax would be eliminated and oould only assure contracting
pa"tlee that his Governmont was anxious to suppros' it entirel-b His Governmint
was. also seeking to lesson discrimination betwoon OEECmember and non-member`
countries He had noted the observations of delegates and the kind of data
that was requested for a further report; this would be borne in mind when that
report was being' prepared.

The COMMITTEE noted the French representative's statement and expressed
gratification with the action taken to reduce the scope of tho tax, particularlytheDecree of 22 June, and with tho assurances of the French Governmet's intentionto remove the tax. The Committee called upon the French Government to make
further efforts to fulfill the undertakings referred to in the Decision of
17 January 1955 and to suit a report to the CONTRACTING PARTIESon the. stepstaken by 1 September 1955 for consideration at the Committee's September
meeting.

ORGANIZATIONOFRTRADECOOPERATION

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN,members of the Committeand
observers indioatod as far as they were able the intention or Progress of
their governments in the ratification of the Orgeftmational Agreement.
number stated that they expected the Agreementto go before their legislatures
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within a few months. In Australia the Parliament had resolved to confirm the
decision of the Govement to ratify the Agreement, subject to ratification
of the United States and the United Kingdom, and in the United States the
Agreement was presently before the Congress. Some delegates stated that their
ratifications would have to await ratification by the United States and United
Kingdom.The agreement had been signed ad referendum by Germany, Greece and the
United States.

8. ARTICLE XXVIIINEGOTIATIONS

The, EXECUTIVESECRETARY called that It had been agreed that Article XXVIInegotiations should be initiated before 30 June and might be carried on until
30 September at the latest. To facilitate the negotiations and in view of their
multilateral character, It had been, arranged to hold as many as possible in
Geneva. He called attention to the difficulties of accommodationin Geneva
during this summer, and hence to the desirability of concluding as many
negotiations as possible in the immediate future, He urged delegations to do
their utmost to conclude their negotiations promptly, so that they could all
take place within the multilateral frameworks

The representatives of Austria, Sweden and Italy gave assurances that they
would do their beat to conclude the negotiations, The representatives of
Denmark and the United States observed that the rapidity with which the
negotiations could be concluded depended also on the compensatory offers
received from those governments which were withdrawing items under Article XXVII

Mr. HADJI VASSILIOU (Greece) said that his Government had not yet signed
the Declaration on the continued application of the schedules, and recalled
statements he had made during the Ninth Session to the effect that Greese would
await the outcome of the bilateral negotiations under Article XXVIII before
signing that Declaration, Re remarked that his delegation had begun its
negotiations on 15 by but had not yet been able to conclude, and his
Government was concerned at the lack of progress since they wished to sign the
Declaration before the closing date, He appealed to those governments -ith
whom Greece was negotiating to assist them in concluding in 'time to carry out
that desire,

M am a m T. r

TOTHEFRENCH TEIT, CIAUSE FOR THEREGISTERING OF PROTOCOLSWITHTHE

The DEPUTYEXECUTIVE SECRETARYsaid.that a Spanish textof the revised
General Agreement would be distributed shortly and a meting would be held on
14 July of those deletions interested for an exhange of views upon it.
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signature. . .'

He explained that theclause containedintheprotocolsdrawn up at the
review relating to the registration of those instruments with the United nations
wa deficient, and a resolution by the CONTRACTING PARTIESwould be necessary to
authorize the Executive Secretary to act on their behalf toregister these
other instruments. This might be adopted at the Special Session.

Finally, the Speial Session might also wish to Consider the rectification
procedure to correct the errors found the review protocols.'

10. NEXT MEETING OF THEINTERSESSIONAL COMMITTEE

It was agreedto hold the next Meeting of the Committee on 22 Septmber.

The Intersessional Committee. adjourned at 1.15 p.m. on Saturday
25 June 1955.
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ANNEX

CONSULTATION WITH AUSTRALIAUNDER ARTICLE XII:4(b)
Topies forDiscussion Proposed by the Cha

The following list of topics is proposed by the Chairmanfor adoption
by the Committee as a guidance in the conduct of this consultation. It
is principally based on the provisions of paragraph 4 (a) of Article XII,
in which the subject matters for consultations under, paragraph 4(b) .are
emmerated. These include: the nature of the balance-of-payments
difficultires, alternative measures that may be available and the effects
of the restrictions on the trade of other contracting parties.

I. circumstances leading to theInternsifications
1. Changes in exports and imports;
2. Chbnges in qther externlrece a4 pe4ents;
3. The resulting changes in gold and foreign change reserves;
4. Effects of rental polish on the balance of parents;
5. Prospects for the future.
5. ~U686t to rgtr Eculibi

IL LU-M tuni 20&1 QA W
6. Internal fiscal and monetary measures to prosorve or restore equilibrium

(see 1rticlo XI1:3(e)(i));
7. Long-term measures, e.g. to raise productivity and export capacity, to

reduce structural disequilibrium or rigidities;
8. Meaures expected to have more immediate effect on the balance )f

payments;
III Nature andExtent of the Internsifications

9. Categories of goods affected; changes in quotas, and treatment of
goods for which no quotas are provided;

10. Treatment of exports fromdifferent countries or currency areas;
increase or reduction in discrimination;

1. Level of restrictions resulting from the intensification in relation to
the need for restrictions (soc Article XII:2(a));

12. Expected duration of the intensified restriction; possiblityof
alleviation or modification in the near future.

IV. Effectson Trade
13. Expected change In imports as a result of the Mensaiiostim (total

and from different currencyareas);
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.4 The avoidance of unnecessary damagein accordance with
Article XII:3(c)(iii), including steps:

(a) to alleviate hardships by admitting goods wider firm order
placed before the intonsification;

(b) to preserve the normal ch-nnels of trade, through admitting
token imports, avoiding total prohibition., etc;

15. Step. taken to reduce the protective effects of the restrictions;
16. Effects of the restrictions on particular commoditiesof interest to

individual contracting parties.


